Important Notice re, COVID-19 04.04.2020

In order to minimize exposure to COVID-19 in the barn area, HCCTR is posting the following sign at the stable gate:

ANYONE HAVING BEEN EXPOSED TO THE COVID-19 VIRUS DISCOVERED TO HAVE ENTERED THE BARN AREA WILL BE EJECTED INDEFINITELY FROM THE PROPERTY

CUALQUIERA QUE HAYA SIDO EXPUESTA AL VIRUS DE COVID-19 DESCUBIERTO QUE HAYA ENTRADO AL ÁREA DEL GRANERO SERÁ EXPULSADO INDEFINIDAMENTE DE LA PROPIEDAD

The CT HBPA offers this advice:

If you have any of these symptom - fever, cough, or shortness of breath STAY HOME. If you are a trainer, arrange for the care of your horses and notify HCCTR Security Control at 304-724-4391. Advise your help that if they are sick they should STAY HOME.

If you have a family member who is sick and exhibits symptoms of the virus, STAY HOME.